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About This Game

Trapped inside an ancient labyrinth, chased by the mythical Minotaur. Will you reach the center? And if so, what will you
discover about yourself there, in the dark?

There is but one enemy...
But it is the unbeatable Minotaur. Only by exploring the maze of the Labyrinth can you hope to discover how to defeat this

immortal monster. The great maze has many tools, many rewards, and many secrets just waiting for you to find them. But you
can’t waste your precious time, for the Minotaur is getting ever closer.

Dark Flavour
The game is inspired by the Greek myth of the labyrinth and the fight between Theseus and the Minotaur. The dark theme is

visually expressed by retro pixel art, enriched by voice acting and metaphorical storytelling, creating (we hope) a thrilling
atmosphere.

The Labyrinth
The journey has 6 chapters - each with its own specific challenges, patterns, and rewards. A total of 42 stages, 5 skill upgrades -
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each with 3 levels, 3 hidden upgrades, 2 unique upgrades, secret passages and Easter eggs. And, why not ? a custom map editor
that will challenge your creativity (and patience), where you can unlock more content based on your progress in the main story.

Fair Warning
This game is not a rogue-like dungeon crawler, but rather an experience which will ultimately give you the answer to the

question: dare you know yourself? Of course, you can simply see it as a guilty pleasure arcade game, just take note: permadeath
is unforgiving.
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Title: TAURONOS
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
conradproteus, cavalie_ro, S.C. 16 BIT NIGHTS S.R.L.
Publisher:
S.C. 16 BIT NIGHTS S.R.L.
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Celeron @ 1.80GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

Additional Notes: XBox 360 controller supported

English,German,Romanian,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Go Black Pawn first, then White Pawn. Trust me.

I feel like this game wants to accomplish a lot of things but falls short in the end. It's a free indie game with certain spooky
elements and various hints at substances. It plays well enough, bit rough around the edges. Great music for such a small project
tho. Voice acting can get a bit too intense or soft-spoken at times but I enjoyed the interactions between characters. You'll most
likely be needing a guide because some of the 'puzzles' are just too stupid to guess on your own. Subtitles would've helped... I
get what they tried to do, but I would've written it differently...

Pros:
-Good music
-Straightforward gameplay
-Can look pretty at times for a Unity game
-Nice variety of gameplay between the two choices
-Intelligent

Cons:
-Terrible writing
-Insanely difficult 'puzzles'
-Bit of a nonsensical plot with a 'twist ending' that doesn't really feel like it made sense. I've played many of the "Choice of
Games" and this one is one of my favorites. It's short and sweet and does the western theme well. I felt satisfied with all of my
choices and all the characters were quite entertaining.. Still the best game in the genre. Unfortunately it is also very dated and
the UI is less than comfortable. If you are willing to get over that aspect though, this is a deep and enjoyable game. Still wishing
for a sequal.. Garbage Bin game. The devs probably made this to make a quick buck off of it. Not worth the money at all. Stay
away.

I cannot recommend this game unless the devs add more intuitive controls, a better UI(it looks like an old Ps1 game), more
game modes, etc.

Don't buy this even on sale.. This game is boring as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Un joc froarte misto , chiar merita
jucat!. Joint Venture is the 4th tiny stuff DLC in a row. Mission, building, fluff.

This time El Presidente must put people onto some healthy fast food diet before the competition, the slow food, crushes them.
By making profit faster through these shops than the timer\/numbers of competition of unhealthy slow overburned food. It
actually starts in Modern Times era, but you don't have to worry about military. Just set up economy on this island and then
make sure that both Tropicians and Touristians use it as their enternainment building. Otherwise, just some fun scenario without
tedious or frustrating part.

As for building, the unique purpose of this Fast Food Joint is...
...
It's not unique. Hm. Requires electricity. Somewhat like restaraunt. Attracts slob tourists, but both they and locals can enjoy this
one. Maybe it makes good profit. I don't know, I didn't notice anything special. Requiring electricity aside.. I was underwhelmed
by this addon. Other than the plane (which is nice despite the lack of documentation), the addon has the feel of a community-
based set of custom flightplans or something...no real missions, and even the "missions" that are there are hard to find.
On a positive note...since most "missions" are just a flightplan, it has given me time to learn the radio a little better.
This addon is NOT worth the $16.99 US they are charging.. I sadly wasn't entertained, what intrigue I had was quickly dashed
by time consuming running around trying to find something that stood out. Once I found something, I eventually figured out
what I had to do, but then I was again teleported to a new place to do more tedious running around.

I personally couldn't get enough out of the landscape or music to warrant my time being spent running from A-all-over-to-B to
find the interesting parts of the game, I'm usually more capable of finding patience for games like these, but this wasn't one of
them.. So I purchased Erotic Jigsaw Challenge at some point in time.. I can't really remember when,, I was either drunk or tired,
possible both... I can't remember the day, the week, the month, the year, but some how this marvelous piece of mind challanging
awesome sauce wound up in my Steam Library..
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The first time I played it,, it was rainy outside, my wife was recovering from some surgery which prevented her from providing
her "ahem" womanly duties and upon searching the new Releases this game stuck out to me.. The way a drunk homely girl
dancing on the bar sticks out when the Bartender gives out last call and you've got one chance.. one shot.. one opportunity to
ensure you're not going to climb into your loft and do something which sounds like.. Slacking Off..

So I added to my cart and I made the purchase.. a bead of sweat formed on my brow and I instinctly looked from side to side,
knowing I had made a mistake but having the realization that like that time I tried to burn off the crabs the damage was already
done..

Upon starting the game I was greated with a nice enough looking screen, two semi clothed females on either side fo the screen
enticing me to fire up the game.... AND SO I DID.. WIth my one hand of fury I went to work furiously.... err ,... get your mind
out of the Gutter.. like Julian from the Trailer Park Boys I had a drink in my left hand..

Anyway time to review the game..

It's your usual Video game puzzle game.... kinda bare bones if I must say so myself.. You take pieces and fit them together.. The
only difference is this game features girls in provocative positions and various states of undress.. Don't fear seeing all the
puzzles as the game has one difficulty setting... EASY.. You can put the puzzles together in a matter of 10 - 15 minutes fairly
easily. None of the pieces require turning or altering like other popular jigsaw games..

So is Erotic Jigsaw Challenge worth the purchase.. for a meager .99 cent I'd have to give this game the thumbs up.. While it's not
the most difficult, or interesting game, you can buy it for less then a Cheeseburger at McDonalds... The pictures are decently
drawn and while they won't really jumpstart the Fap' o meter, they are decent enough that'll you'll want to see the next one in the
batch..

To Sum it up... .99 isn't anything, so buy the game, enjoy it, and remember what my friend Bill says.

  "put the lotion in the basket or it gets the hose again.." Buffalo Bill...
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Neighbourhood Necromancer is a very good game.
It is entirely story based, so make sure you read everything.

You can play the entire game by being a good person and saving everything, or maybe you wish to kill everyone for any reason
(bad haircuts, having to wait in line, etc.)

The writing also has a lot of humor in it (like a squirrel that wishes you evil and harm!)

It's cheap and very delightful with a couple hours of fun.. Thoroughly enjoying the game so far, tutorial guides you through the
game well. Played my first game for a few hours and just started to colonise the rest of my solar system & expand to other stars.
The city blueprints help to cut down on micromanagement and you can tweak the city format to suit the situation. Good to see
the devs active on the forum and the promised updates and support bode well for the future development of the game.. It is
exactly what you imagine it is. If you are unsure what i mean, think of the worst search tags on Heavy D, add some random
crashes, utterly poor translation and viola, you get Princess Serena ~Raid of Demon Legion.
#needtochangenao. With this Ashes DLC I would only really recommend it if you are really wanting more multiplayer maps, as
that is the bulk of the DLC. This is not a good hidden-object game. I wasn't impressed by the gameplay or graphics at all. Most
of the hidden objects looked blended together with the background. The gameplay was tedious and boring. I never felt like I
needed to hurry and help someone in the game. There was no element of surprise, danger, or urgency. There was a place called
The Secret Room. There was a hidden-object scene in The Secret Room. I was supposed to click on a Sagittariaus symbol.
Nothing happened when I did that. It was impossible to finish that hiidden-object scene. I had to request a refund for this game.
Most of the Artifex Mundi games are much better than this one.. L'histoire est sympa malgr\u00e9 le faite que cette mission soit
assez courte !
A prendre avec le pack Freedom Fighter qui inclu les 3 DLCs avec du contenu ajout\u00e9.
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